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Abstract
Most bats hunt insects on the wing at night using echolocation as their primary sensory modality, but nevertheless 
maintain complex eye anatomy and functional vision. This raises the question of how and when insectivorous bats 
use vision during their largely nocturnal lifestyle. Here, we test the hypothesis that the small insectivorous bat, 
Myotis daubentonii, relies less on echolocation, or dispenses with it entirely, as visual cues become available during 
challenging acoustic noise conditions. We trained five wild-caught bats to land on a spherical target in both silence 
and when exposed to broad-band noise to decrease echo detectability, while light conditions were manipulated in 
both spectrum and intensity. We show that during noise exposure, the bats were almost three times more likely to 
use multiple attempts to solve the task compared to in silent controls. Furthermore, the bats exhibited a Lombard 
response of 0.18 dB/dBnoise and decreased call intervals earlier in their flight during masking noise exposures 
compared to in silent controls. Importantly, however, these adjustments in movement and echolocation behaviour 
did not differ between light and dark control treatments showing that small insectivorous bats maintain the 
same echolocation behaviour when provided with visual cues under challenging conditions for echolocation. We 
therefore conclude that bat echolocation is a hard-wired sensory system with stereotyped compensation strategies 
to both target range and masking noise (i.e. Lombard response) irrespective of light conditions. In contrast, 
the adjustments of call intervals and movement strategies during noise exposure varied substantially between 
individuals indicating a degree of flexibility that likely requires higher order processing and perhaps vocal learning.
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Introduction
Animals obtain critical information from their environ-
ment by relying on a range of different sensory systems, 
where information is gathered through either passive 
or active sensing [1]. A prime example of active sensing 
is the echolocation of bats who probe their surround-
ings via emission of powerful ultrasonic calls and sub-
sequent auditory processing of weak returning echoes 
[2]. Masking noise from surroundings may accordingly 
compromise the detectability of these echoes and thereby 
complicate the echolocation process [3]. Like most ver-
tebrates, bats can mitigate the effects of masking noise 
by increasing call source levels via the so-called Lom-
bard response [4, 5], which partially defends echo-to-
noise ratios [6]. Additionally, bats can enable sensory 
redundancy in returning echoes by either decreasing 
call intervals [3, 7, 8] or increasing the duration of the 
terminal buzz phase [9–11]. If such compensatory mea-
sures remain insufficient and there is no spectral and 
spatiotemporal release from masking noise, bats can also 
attempt to complete the task multiple times and spend 
more time before making decisions [7, 12]. Ultimately, 
however, when a primary sensory modality is com-
promised, a simple and tractable approach is to engage 
other concurrent sensory systems to increase the sensory 
redundancy of their surroundings [13, 14].

Ancestral bats are thought to have been small, visual 
predators that first evolved the ability to echolocate 
around 50–65  million years ago allowing access to the 
untapped niche of nocturnal, flying insects [11, 15]. The 
evolution of echolocation is still debated [16, 17], but 
over evolutionary time, echolocation became the domi-
nant sensory modality to navigate and forage in dark-
ness. Given the high metabolic cost for growth and repair 
of mammalian retinal tissue [18], the functionality of 
vision in small insectivorous bats may then be expected 
to be reduced or even lost, if their vision is unused [19]. 
Such reductions have been documented in other animal 
groups (i.e. some rodents, hagfish and cavefish), where 
vision has degenerated as an adaptation to perpetual 
darkness [20, 21]. This notion is supported by the evo-
lutionary loss of echolocation in larger fruit-eating bats 
(Pteropodidae), which secondarily evolved large eyes 
with functional colour vision to exploit new diurnal for-
aging niches [22]. The apparent trade-off between invest-
ing in either echolocation or vision has likely resulted in 
large and non-insectivorous extant bats typically being 
more dependent on vision, whereas small insectivorous 
bats mostly rely on echolocation [22, 23]. Despite this, 
small extant insectivorous bats have maintained complex 
eye anatomy and display strong selection for the expres-
sion of photo-active opsin genes, suggesting functional 
vision [24, 25]. In support of this, both insectivorous 
and especially frugivorous bat species, have been found 

to multimodally supplement echolocation with vision in 
object recognition [26], obstacle avoidance [27–29], prey 
selection [30] and large-scale navigation [31].

Most insectivorous bat species are mainly active dur-
ing the night, and otherwise spend most of their time in 
dark roosting sites. Despite their modest absolute eye 
size, small bat species are found to have many of the 
ocular adaptations to low-light vision typically found in 
nocturnal animals [32, 33]. These include scotopic vision 
mediated almost entirely through rod-cells [34] resulting 
in high sensitivity to brightness contrast in low-light con-
ditions [35–37], but at the expense of visual acuity [23]. 
Accordingly, it has been suggested that echolocation is 
most useful for detecting small insects during foraging, 
whereas vision might be employed at longer ranges to 
augment long-range navigation [38]. However, Dauben-
ton’s bats (Myotis daubentonii, Kuhl 1819) have high 
visual sensitivity and functional navigational vision at 
dusk [39] and a specialised retina thought to be advan-
tageous when trawling insects close to the water surface 
[40]. This suggests that even small insectivorous bats, 
who rely heavily on echolocation, may still use vision for 
target range estimation when light cues are available.

Prompted by this possibility, we here investigated if 
small insectivorous bats dispense with or supplement 
echolocation with vision when solving an acoustically 
challenging task of target interception. We did this by 
training Daubenton’s bats to solve a landing task under 
several combinations of light and masking noise, thereby 
changing both the available visual information and the 
difficulty of acoustic problem-solving by echolocation. To 
make echolocation difficult, we exposed bats to masking 
noise high enough to render broadband echo-to-noise-
ratios around zero dB or lower [6]. If bats solve the land-
ing task by exploiting visual cues, we hypothesised that 
the bats (1) would solve the task faster and (2) would 
call less frequently (or cease echolocation entirely) in 
light conditions. However, if bats only rely on vision as 
the echolocation task becomes increasingly difficult in 
masking noise, we hypothesised that the bats (3) would 
rely less on adapting movement patterns, decreasing 
call intervals, prolonging buzz durations, or exhibit-
ing a Lombard response, when visual information could 
replace the echoic information that is masked by noise.

Methods
Animal husbandry and training
For this study, we used five adult, male Daubenton’s bats 
(body mass 8.13 ± 0.72  g), which is a small insectivo-
rous trawling bat found commonly in Northern Europe 
[41]. The bats were wild-caught during spring (2021) 
using mist-nets near Hobro, Denmark, and transferred 
to the animal care facilities of Aarhus University (per-
mits: MST-850-00064 for capture of bats granted by the 
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Danish Nature Agency (Skov- og Naturstyrelsen) and 
2016-15-0201-00989 for animal experimentation granted 
by the national Animal Experiments Inspectorate (Dyre-
forsøgstilsynet) and the AICUC ethics committee at Aar-
hus University). The bats were kept at 18 ˚C and 60–80% 
humidity in a cloth-covered flight room (3 m x 1 m x 3 m) 
with a reversed 12  h:12  h day/night schedule. Bats had 
access to water (ad lib) and were fed mealworms either in 
bowls or a shallow trawling pool during rest days and as 
food rewards during data collection. Bats also received a 
high-calorie vitamin paste supplement (Nutri-cal, Tom-
lyn, Fort Worth, TX, USA) every week or as needed. 
Over a period of three weeks, we trained the bats to solve 
a navigational task consisting of taking off from the train-
er’s hand, flying approximately four meters and landing 
on a spherical hydrophone acting as a landing target 
(Fig.  1A). Bats were trained using operant conditioning 
[42] and a “bridging” stimulus (soft tongue click by the 
trainer) followed by a food reward were given for correct 
behaviour (i.e. landing on the target). When training con-
cluded, all bats consistently landed on the target within 
30  s in all treatments. With the completion of experi-
ments in late August (2021), all bats were released at the 
capture site after gradually being reintroduced to a natu-
ral diurnal cycle.

Experimental design
During data collection, an experimenter and an animal 
trainer collected 30 landing trials/bat/day with inter-
spersed rest days. The experimenter would trigger the 
onset of the recording, while the trainer, blinded to the 
noise condition, positioned the bat for take-off. The 
trainer pseudo-randomised the take-off position by mov-
ing left/right (approx. 2  m) and by moving the release 
position up/down (approx. 1 m) (Fig. 1A). When the bats 

took off voluntarily, the trainer pressed a handheld con-
troller to timestamp the take-off. A subsequent “bridg-
ing” stimulus signalled the successful landing on the 
target and prompted the experimenter to stop the record-
ing. The trainer then rewarded the bat and returned it 
to the starting position. To reward correct behaviour in 
the dark, the trainer watched a live-feed from an infra-
red camera (TV-IP310PI, TRENDnet, Torrance, USA) 
mounted on the ceiling above the target.

Training and data collection took place in an anechoic 
room (Fig. 1A) lined with 12 cm deep pyramidal acoustic 
foam (30 dB echo reduction re. hard wall at frequencies 
10–100  kHz). The spherical landing target was covered 
in light-grey fabric and was located at the centre-back of 
the room (120 cm above the ground). The target was pro-
truding through a vertical plate covered in acoustic foam 
that carried a star-shaped array of six ultrasonic, Knowles 
microphones (FG-3329, 2.6  mm diameter, Itasca, IL, 
USA) mounted behind the target (Fig.  1A). Another 
microphone located just below the target recorded close 
to the acoustic axis of the bat calls. All microphone sig-
nals were amplified by custom-built filtering and gain 
box (1 pole, 1 kHz high-pass filter, 4 pole, 100 kHz anti-
aliasing filter, 30 dB gain; Aarhus University Electronics 
workshop) before digitisation in an A/D-converter (USB-
6356, 400  kHz, 16-bit, National Instruments, Houston, 
TX, USA). This seven microphone array facilitated 3D 
acoustic localisation with accurate localisations within 
distances up to 6–10  m from the array [6]. Verification 
of localisation was made using playback of ultrasonic 
sweeps from a speaker (Vifa, part #60,108, Avisoft Bio-
acoustics, Glienicke/Nordbahn, Germany) at known 
coordinates. In all cases, discrepancies between known 
and localised ranges resulted in transmission loss errors 
of less than 2 dB [6].

Fig. 1 The experimental setting of the anechoic room. (A) Flight room with marked landing sphere (target, red circle) and surrounding microphone array 
(blue diamonds), randomised take-off position of bat from trainer within the release area (purple plane) and strips of LED lights (yellow lines). Photo: Ilias 
Foskolos. (B,C) Waveform and spectrogram of original audio with treatment noise overlapping a bat call. (D,E) Waveform and spectrogram of the same 
audio cleaned from treatment noise. Spectrogram settings: window length = 51, overlap = 50 samples, nfft = 500 points, sample rate = 400 kHz, dynamic 
range = 112 dB
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Treatments
The target hydrophone (SF-26, Piezo Hannas, Wuhan, 
CN; 72  mm diameter, target strength (TS) − 15 dB at 
0.1 m) was used as an omnidirectional ultrasonic trans-
mitter of masking noise spanning the frequency range of 
the fundamental frequency of the bats’ echolocation calls 
(30–90 kHz) [6], thus securing the lack of spatiotempo-
ral and spectral release from masking. The noise signal 
was amplified by a battery-powered amplifier (Marchand 
BE01 Piezo Transducer Amplifier, Rochester, NY, USA). 
After correcting for the transfer function of the hydro-
phone in air, the emitted spectrum was flat (± 2 dB) from 
30 to 90 kHz sensu Pedersen et al. (2022) [43]. To facili-
tate the removal of noise during post-processing (see 
below), the noise was constructed circularly by repeat-
ing identical 1 s snippets of white noise. Additionally, the 
noise was generated at the same sampling rate (400 kHz) 
and on the exact clock timing as the sound recordings 
were recorded. The noise was constructed by inverse 
Fourier transformation of random samples in the relevant 
frequency range, which ensures that no glitches arose 
between repeating noise snippets. Noise treatments con-
sisted of a silent control condition (10 dB re. 20µPa RMS 
at 0.1 m) and a noise condition (102 dB re. 20µPa RMS at 
0.1 m). Noise levels (NL) were calibrated using a 1/8-inch 
microphone (46DP, GRAS Sound & Vibration, Holte, DK; 
sensitivity 156 dB re. 20 µPa V− 1).

To facilitate light treatments, four metal bars were 
mounted on the ceiling with warm white (V-TAC SMD 
5050, SKU 2431, DC 24 V) and red (V-TAC VT-3528-60, 
DC 12  V) LED strips, giving a visually uniform lighting 
(Fig. 1A). A programmable power supply (RS PRO-3005P, 
RS, London, UK) placed outside the anechoic room pow-
ered the strips. Light treatments were calibrated using a 
handheld digital luxmeter (HT309, 0.01-400k lux, ± 3% 
accuracy, HT Instruments, Faenza, IT) held at the tar-
get while adjusting the voltage input of the light power 
supply. We used four light conditions consisting of “no 
light” (dark control, <<0.01 lx), “dim white light” (< 1 lx), 
“bright white light” (10  lx) and “red light” (10  lx). The 
red light condition was included to test the hypothesis 
that bats cannot see red light, which commonly results 
in use of red light with bats both in captivity and in the 
wild. We checked the spectra of the LEDs using a spec-
tral light meter (Gigahertz-Optik, MSC15, Munich, DE), 
which showed expected values (Figure S1). All other light 
sources than those facilitating the experimental light con-
ditions were minimised. The bats were tested on all light 
conditions interchangeably on a randomised schedule. 
Inside the anechoic chamber, a custom program imple-
mented in LabVIEW (v.2015f, National Instruments, TX, 
USA) was used by the experimenter to change noise and 
light conditions during data collection.

Data analysis
Call detection was done with a custom configuration of 
PAMGuard (BETA-version 2.01.05 with SMRU modules) 
[44]. Time-of-arrival differences for each recorded call on 
different microphones were estimated using cross-cor-
relation between channels. By using a simplex minimi-
sation algorithm in MATLAB (R2020a, Mathworks Inc., 
Natick, MA), these time-of-arrival differences allowed 
localisation and range estimation of bats in 3D space for 
each call emission [45]. All localisations were checked 
visually. Ranges of incorrect localisations were interpo-
lated from nearby locations. When bats took multiple 
attempts to land, only calls from the final approach were 
included in further analysis. As we did not have an exact 
measure of the time of landing, we defined “time to land” 
(TTL) as the difference between the animal trainer’s 
timestamp of the take-off and the time of the final call 
in the buzz. Trainer reaction times are assumed to vary 
naturally by 180–200 ms [46], so some error is expected. 
Non-normality of TTLs with multiple peaks (e.g. 1.2  s, 
4.5  s and 8  s) reflected how bats either landed straight 
from the hand or circled the flight room and passed the 
target one or more times before landing (Figure S3). Call 
intervals (CI) were calculated as the time difference in 
a call’s onset and the following call’s onset. Buzz onset 
range was defined at the call before the first two subse-
quent calls with CIs < 15 ms [9]. Buzz duration was then 
calculated per trial as the time difference between the 
first and last buzz call.

The estimated range (R) from bat to target allowed 
calculation of source levels (SL) using the received lev-
els (RL) of the calls. We used a sound attenuation model 
following 20 log10 (R/Rref) [6], where reference distance 
Rref = 0.1  m and we estimated atmospheric absorption 
assuming 20˚C and 70% RH at Rref [47]. RLs were quanti-
fied as RMS amplitude within the time window defined 
by the − 10 dB points of the signal envelope peak and call 
duration of the same time window allowed estimation of 
RLs in energy flux density units (i.e. dB re. 20µPa2 s).

To improve call detection when masking noise resulted 
in poor SNRs of the recorded calls, we performed 
call detections in noise trials after removing the noise 
(Fig.  1B-E). First, audio files with noise exposure were 
shortened to a length n (integer) seconds, therefore span-
ning exactly n repeated noise snippets. This audio wave-
form was then split into n 1-second waveforms, each 
containing exactly one cycle of treatment noise overlay-
ing natural noise and echolocation calls. The median 
of the sample values across all 1-second chunks was 
used as a template of the treatment noise. By repeating 
the median noise snippet n times to make a full-length 
noise template, we then subtracted it from the original, 
noisy signal waveform. This resulted in an almost noise-
free waveform (Fig.  1D-E) rendering call detection and 
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RL estimation possible. For all trials, SLs were then esti-
mated by adding the attenuation and absorption to the 
calculated RLs. We found an estimated error of < 1 dB 
over the range of SNRs relevant to the actual SNRs in our 
noise trials (Figure S2).

The Lombard response magnitude was found as the 
ratio between the change in emitted SLs during noise 
and the change in received NL during noise (ΔSLemitted 
/ ΔNLreceived). We estimated the bats’ received NL at the 
mean range of all calls emitted in noise by using mea-
sured sound attenuation of 20 log10(R) and absorption. 
For control trials without noise exposure, we assumed 
the bats’ received NL to equal the noise-floor of their 
auditory system (i.e. 20 dB re. 20µPa RMS), based on the 
echo detection threshold of vespertilionid bats [48]. We 
estimated the error of the Lombard response magnitude 
by bootstrapping [49] the calculation per light condi-
tions (1000 reps × 100 pseudo samples) to calculate 95% 
quantiles. Additionally, we estimated the magnitude of 
SL compensation at different stages in the approach by 
binning range data logarithmically against SL and finding 
the magnitude of SL compensation to range (magnitude 
× log10(range)) per bin using linear regression (magnitude 
× log10(range) + intercept).

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were done in MATLAB. From the 
experimental design phase, we intended on analysing 
all data using Linear Mixed Effects Models (LMMs) to 
account for the individual and temporal autocorrelation. 
Since a high number of replicates resulted inflated p-val-
ues for the call data [50], we here decided to determine 
biological significance using comparison of means and 
quantiles except for modelling of the time to land.

To test our first hypothesis, we investigated the rela-
tionship between the time the bats spend completing 
the task in different noise and light conditions. We used 
time to land (TTL) as a response variable, explained by 
noise, light condition and bat ID as categorical fixed 
effect variables and date was included as a categori-
cal random effect. We used only trials where the bats 
landed in the first pass defined as TTLs below 3 s (1149 
out of 1365 trials), which was determined using the mini-
mum TTL between the two first bimodal peaks of the 
TTL histogram (Figure S3). We examined the residuals 
of the models, and found that the model met assump-
tions of normality, homoscedasticity, and independence 
(R2 = 0.17).

To test our second hypothesis, we examined how bats 
used decreased call intervals and increased buzz dura-
tions in different light and noise conditions. As a result 
of the coupling between call production and wingbeat 
cycle in bats [51, 52], we found bimodal CI distributions. 
To identify individual peaks in CI data, we performed 

k-means clustering on all non-buzz calls using the func-
tion kmeans() with 4 clusters. To quantify the range 
where bats switched between producing calls in different 
CI clusters, we used binomial regression (link = logit) on 
binary data of the two most prominent data clusters. This 
was done on individual bat and light condition subsets to 
evaluate the effects of these variables. From the binomial 
regression, the inflection point (p50) and 95% confidence 
intervals allowed us to estimate the range at which bats 
started increasing the number of calls per wingbeat.

Results
During autumn 2020, we collected acoustic data from 
five Daubenton’s bats approaching a target over a period 
of ten days. After filtering the call data and deleting any 
faulty call detections in the noise, the final dataset con-
sisted of 1365 trials with 62,820 calls. Silent controls 
(n = 787) and noise trials (n = 578) both contained an aver-
age of 46 calls (Figure S4A) and had similar range distri-
butions (Figure S4B).

Time to land
First, we tested the hypothesis that the bats would solve 
the task in less time if they have access to visual cues and 
can gather visual information to solve the task. How-
ever, we found no evidence of bats using visual cues to 
decrease their time to land (TTL). The bats solved the 
task in 1.34 s [0.98, 2.30] in noise compared to in 1.31 s 
[0.93, 2.24] during silent controls, where most variation 
was between individuals (Table S1). Furthermore, the 
light treatments had no effect on TTL (red: 34.3 ms ± SE 
27.7 / p = 0.22, dim white: -4.8 ms ± SE 27.9 / p = 0.86, 
bright white: 11.2 ms ± SE 27.4 / p = 0.68, Fig.  2A) and 
neither did noise conditions (21.4 ms ± SE 17.0 / p = 0.21, 
Fig. 2A + Table S1). However, four of the five bats (Table 
S2) were more likely to perform multiple rounds in the 
flight room before landing during noise exposure (24.6% 
in noise trials vs. 9.5% in silent controls, Fig. 2B).

Call interval and buzz duration
Next, we tested the hypothesis that the bats would dis-
pense with echolocation entirely when visual information 
was available. However, we found that the bats continued 
to echolocate throughout the experiment regardless of 
light condition, and we therefore investigated whether 
the bats instead would call less in different light condi-
tions. All call intervals across noise and light treatments 
showed a multimodal distribution with four consistent 
data peaks corresponding to a buzz call peak (CI: 7.1 
ms [5.2, 13.9]) and seemingly three approach/search 
call peaks. K-means clustering identified a total of four 
approach call clusters with mean CIs of 21 ms [13.2, 
28.7], 40.3 ms [30.6, 51.0], 71 ms [57.4, 85.1] and 145.9 
ms [107.7, 199.6] (hereafter named: cluster A, B, C and 
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D, Fig.  3A). Assuming a wingbeat frequency of 12–16 
wingbeats/second for Daubenton’s bats [53], these clus-
ters correspond reasonably well with wingbeat couplings 
of 3.5, 2, 1 and 0.5 calls/wingbeat respectively. Logistic 
modelling of cluster B and cluster C as binary catego-
ries showed that at least two of the five bats (Fig.  3D) 
would start calling faster earlier in the approach in noise 
(1.66  m, [1.55, 1.79]95%) compared to in silent controls 
(1.37 m, [1.29, 1.46]95%) (Fig. 3B-C). Despite a high inter-
individual variation, this pattern was similar across all 
light conditions (Figure S5). Therefore, we found no evi-
dence of bats calling less when visual cues were available.

Since bats call more often in noisy conditions, we 
wanted to test whether the bats would also change the 
duration of their buzzes. In four of the five bats, mean 
buzz durations were similar in noise (154.8 ms [129.8, 
237.6]) and in silent controls (181.2 ms [82.2, 225.2]) and 
consistent across light conditions (Table S4). However, 
in individual #4, buzz duration decreased from 173.7 ms 

[129.8, 221.8] to 104.3 ms [53.7, 145.9] in noise, which 
was likely explained by a concomitant delay of the buzz 
onset (Table S5).

Source level
Finally, we tested the hypothesis that the bats reduce their 
Lombard response when they can exploit visual cues. We 
found an increase in SLs when bats were subjected to 
noise (64.6 dB re. 20µPa2s at 0.1 m [42.0, 81.6]) compared 
to silent controls (52.0 dB re. 20µPa2s at 0.1 m [34.3, 71.9]) 
corresponding to a Lombard response of 0.18 dB/dBnoise 
[0.14, 0.22] in dark controls (Fig.  4A). The Lombard 
response remained unaffected by range (Fig.  4A) and 
light treatment (red: 0.18 dB/dB [0.14, 0.22]), dim white: 
0.18 dB/dB [0.13, 0.21], bright white: 0.18 dB/dB [0.14, 
0.22]), and varied only slightly between individuals 
(Table S6). Since the received noise level increases dur-
ing the flight towards the target, we then wanted to test 
whether the SL compensation changed with respect to 

Fig. 2 Time to land (TTL) under different light and noise treatments, where ΔTTL is the change in TTL with respect to the mean TTL per bat in silent 
controls. (A) Boxplots of TTL when bats landed on the first pass of the target. Below the boxplots is the number of datapoints (n) pooled for all bats in 
each treatment. (B) Table showing the proportion of trials in which bats used multiple passes before landing on the target per light treatment, given in 
percentages of total number of silent controls or noise trials respectively
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the range at call emission in light. The magnitude of SL 
compensation varied with range and reached a maximal 
SL adjustment of around 25 log10(range) just before land-
ing regardless of noise conditions (Fig. 4C). While all bats 
started decreasing SLs at 1.5 m target range regardless of 
noise condition, the bats subjected to noise adjusted SL 
more heavily later in the approach (0.2–0.4 m) compared 
to in silent controls (0.8–1.5 m) (Fig. 4C). Light condition 
did not affect this pattern (Fig. 4B + S7).

Discussion
Echolocating bats navigate dark and complex environ-
ments while flying at high speeds and must therefore 
continually gather enough information to make rapid 
decisions based on small sensory volumes [54]. Here we 
ask if this active sensory system can be replaced by vision 

in insectivorous bats when visual information is available 
and echolocation is difficult? To answer this question, we 
exposed bats to masking noise and different light treat-
ments while they were trained to solve a landing task. 
Since the noise treatments produced near-zero or even 
negative broad-band ENRs [6], their sonar-based navi-
gation was substantially impaired. Therefore, this setup 
should represent a scenario where the ability to echolo-
cate was pushed to its limits, prompting a strong incen-
tive to gather information via other sensory modalities. 
Under these conditions, we hypothesised that bats could 
exploit visual cues in light conditions, allowing them 
to partially or entirely dispense with echolocation. We 
reject this hypothesis by finding that the bats continued 
to echolocate stereotypically throughout all experimental 

Fig. 3 Call intervals under different light and noise treatments for all bats grouped (panels A-C) and for individual bats (panel D). (A) Scatter plots of 
call intervals for both noise combinations (pooled over bat IDs and light conditions), showing the four clusters of call intervals. Grey lines separate data 
clusters found by k-means (k = 4) clustering of all approach calls, and grey letters (right y-axis) name clusters. (B) Contour plots of cluster B (bottom left) 
and cluster C (top right) in call intervals against range. (C) Binomial logistic regression on clusters B and C against range for all bats (solid lines) with 95% 
confidence intervals (broken lines). Point clouds in top and bottom show raw cluster/range data. Dotted lines indicate the p50 value (range of switching 
between clusters), and corresponding range on panel B. (D) Binomial logistic regression for individual bats (refer to description of panel C)
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treatments and therefore did not dispense with echoloca-
tion in any light and noise condition.

Bats do not solve the landing task faster when light is 
available
Since small echolocating bats have maintained size-
able eyes and high-resolution vision, we next tested the 
hypothesis that the bats could therefore solve the task 
faster in light conditions than in darkness. We found no 
evidence that the bats adjusted flight speed nor solved 
the task faster when flying in light conditions (Fig.  2). 
This suggests that the bats did not benefit from additional 
visual input to guide their target approach behaviour 
even when noise conditions compromised their echo-
location performance. The bats could to some extend 
have relied on spatial memory or used the target as a 
beacon as an additional source of information to guide 
their landings irrespective of noise and light conditions. 
However, we find this explanation unlikely since we both 
randomised release positions and performed two previ-
ous control experiments. In the first experiment, trials 
were conducted with a noise source uncoupled from the 
landing target to remove potential homing cues. In the 
second experiment, the recording array and target were 
repeatedly moved 1.5 m left/right to circumvent the use 
of spatial memory. Throughout both experiments, the 
bats continued to land and echolocate successfully, sug-
gesting that spatial memory or homing alone cannot 
explain how the bats solved the task [6]. In noisy condi-
tions, the bats were more likely to approach the target 
multiple times irrespective of light conditions support-
ing that the task was indeed solved with echolocation as 
the primary modality. The multiple rounds of flight in the 

room before landing on the target is in contrast to blind-
folded echolocating porpoises that decrease swim speeds 
when only echolocation cues are available [55]. However, 
in comparison to toothed whales, bats are constrained by 
a slower speed of sound in air, a strict coupling of their 
call emissions to wingbeats to produce calls efficiently, 
and a need to stay airborne via lift generated from for-
ward motion, which may explain why bats approach the 
target multiple times instead of decreasing their closing 
speed towards the target. These different strategies across 
bats and toothed whales are nevertheless functionally 
similar since it allows both groups of echolocating ani-
mals to gather more sensory information per distance to 
solve a task in complex environments.

Bats compensate with decreased call intervals in noise, but 
do not increase buzz duration
Even though the bats solved the acoustically challeng-
ing task at similar speeds in light and darkness, the bats 
might have relied less on echolocation by decreasing 
their sensory sampling in light conditions. To our sur-
prise, some of the bats instead increased their sensory 
sampling by decreasing call intervals in noise even under 
light conditions (Fig. 3) where they could have relied on 
visual information instead. This suggests that the bats 
did not improve their sensory redundancy by integrat-
ing visual information to solve their task at hand. Instead, 
some of the bats adjusted their echolocation behaviour 
by decreasing their call intervals when exposed to noise 
akin to what has been found in previous studies from 
laboratory experiments on wild-caught Daubenton’s bats 
exposed to noise while pursuing prey [7, 56]. However, 
these two studies exposed the bats to noise that did not 

Fig. 4 Call source levels under different light and noise treatments. (A) Scatterplot of the change in source levels by noise condition, where ΔSL is the 
change in SL with respect to the mean SL (at ranges 2–4 m) per bat in silent controls. (B) Probability histograms of call source levels for all light and noise 
combinations, showing the Lombard response shift of SL in noise treatments (also shown in A). (C) Magnitude of the logarithmic SL compensation with 
range, shown as the slope of the linear regression of SL versus log10(range). Boxplots are based on individual means (n = 5 bats, grey points) and are 
spaced in logarithmic range bins
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spectrally overlap with the echolocation calls, suggest-
ing that increased sensory sampling might have been 
promoted by noise-induced distraction from the task 
rather than masking. Increased call rates have also been 
found as a clutter-rejection response in several bat spe-
cies [57–59], indicating that this mechanism is generally 
used in acoustically complex environments. Echolocating 
toothed whales employ similar acoustic adjustments to 
complex tasks [60, 61] showing functional convergence 
in the bio-sonar systems of these two mammalian clades.

When solving challenging tasks such as during prey 
tracking, different species of bats and toothed whales 
have also been shown to increase their available sensory 
information by prolonging the duration of their buzzes 
[11, 62, 63]. Since the bats increased their sensory sam-
pling in response to noise, but not light conditions, we 
next sought to investigate whether the bats would simi-
larly increase their sensory information by prolonging 
their buzz in response to masking noise in darkness, but 
not in lighted conditions. We found no increases in buzz 
duration nor buzz onset range in response to masking 
noise and light conditions did not change this pattern. 
This suggests that prolongation of buzz durations in bats 
might be a context-dependent adjustment to tracking 
of prey [11] rather than a reflection of the task difficulty 
[63].

Bats exhibit a consistent range adjustment in call levels 
and an inflexible Lombard reflex
When approaching a target, bats both in the wild and in 
captivity reduce their call source levels to receive echoes 
within a manageable dynamic range of the auditory sys-
tem [54]. We found that the bats decreased SLs when 
approaching the target in both silent controls and noisy 
conditions (Fig.  4). The steepest decreases in SLs were 
found later in the approach in noise compared to during 
silent controls, which is like the pattern found in Pratt’s 
roundleaf bats (Hipposideros pratti) where it is suggested 
that echo feedback mediates SL adjustments to range 
[64]. Since the bats also decreased SLs with range in 
noisy conditions, we next hypothesised that in a lit envi-
ronment with poor ENRs, the bats would dispense with 
range-dependent adjustments in SL when visual informa-
tion could replace echoic information. We tested this by 
investigating whether the SLs adjustments to range dif-
fered across light treatments. We found no change in the 
SL compensation over all ranges between light and dark 
conditions and across individual bats, showing that the 
bats adjusted their call SLs to range no matter if light cues 
where available (Fig. 4C). This supports the interpretation 
that the general biosonar adjustments employed by these 
small insectivorous bats are hard-wired and that echolo-
cation has a strong sensory priority at least when solving 
close-range navigational tasks. Similarly, we hypothesised 

that bats in noisy and lighted conditions would dispense 
with increasing call source levels in response to increas-
ing noise (i.e. the Lombard response). However, we reject 
that hypothesis by finding that the bats maintained a 
consistent Lombard response of 0.18 dB/dB [0.14, 0.22] 
when subjected to noise across all light and dark con-
ditions and varied only marginally between individual 
bats. This inflexibility and consistency in the bats’ overall 
source level adjustments even in situations where vision 
is available, adds to the growing evidence that the Lom-
bard response is an ancestral vertebrate trait [65, 66] and 
a subcortical reflex outside cognitive control [67–69].

In contrast to the overall call source level adjustments 
and Lombard responses that were highly consistent 
across individuals, we find considerable inter-individual 
variability in other acoustic behaviours in response to 
noise. Out of five individuals, two individuals decreased 
their call intervals earlier in the approach (Fig. 3D), one 
individual reduced its buzz durations (Figure S6), and 
four individuals attempted the task multiple times more 
frequently during noise exposure (Table S2). These 
adjustments may therefore in contrast to the Lombard 
response be the result of higher-level cortical processes 
that are learned or adapted perhaps through vocal learn-
ing [70], explaining the high inter-individual differences.

Conclusion: bats show stereotyped and hard-wired 
echolocation behaviour
In this study we sought to test whether echolocating 
bats faced with noise would rely on multimodal sensing 
by switching fully or partially to visual navigation and 
dispensing with echolocation. Overall, we found no evi-
dence that our studied Daubenton’s bats augment echo-
location cues with visual information. The individual bats 
used the same echolocation strategies and behaviour in 
masking noise, even when visual cues could replace or 
complement compromised echo information. However, 
as our results do not strictly allow us to exclude the pos-
sibility that bats use visual cues to complement echo-
location, we suggest two possible explanations for the 
observed responses to light and noise: (1) bats do not 
utilise vision for this task, so echolocation behaviour 
remains unchanged even when faced with potentially dis-
tracting light conditions, or (2) bats do utilise vision to 
solve the task, but continue to employ stereotyped echo-
location. Our finding that bats in light and noise employ 
an unchanged and stereotyped echolocation behaviour 
have implications for the interpretation of acoustic data 
in laboratory experiments with bats. Laboratory experi-
ments are often performed in darkness to exclude the use 
of vision in echolocation studies. Species of the genus 
Myotis, like Daubenton’s bats, are generally considered to 
be light intolerant [71] and in our experiment they were 
exposed to relatively intense light conditions. Despite 
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this, the bats maintained unchanged acoustic behaviour 
irrespective of light conditions, suggesting that these 
bats are either unaffected, desensitised or that potential 
effects of light exposure might not be evident in acoustic 
data.

We show that echolocation in a small insectivorous 
bat species is a sensory system with a wide range of 
compensation strategies to masking noise. Some differ 
between individuals such as adjustments to call inter-
vals and movement patterns, and some strategies such 
as source level adjustments and Lombard responses are 
highly consistent across individuals. Nonetheless, all 
these adjustments when navigating noisy spaces remain 
stereotyped irrespective of light conditions, suggesting 
a hard-wired echolocation behaviour regardless of the 
availability of visual cues. Thus, in contrast to the mul-
timodality employed by frugivorous bats in situations 
where they could rely on visual stimuli, acoustic compen-
sation strategies in insectivorous bats remain stereotyped 
and reflex-like even in lighted conditions. Despite their 
high visual sensitivity, we find no evidence to support the 
idea that these bats do not rely on vision in small-scale 
navigational tasks. They may instead rely on vision for 
navigation, and multimodal sensory integration during 
more complex behavioural task such as prey tracking. We 
conclude that insectivorous bats likely do not use vision 
to solve short range echolocation tasks, but stress that 
our results do not alleviate the growing concerns about 
effects of light pollution on wild, insectivorous bats.
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